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Quindon had just finished speaking when a split second later, he’d already 
drifted down from the podium and landed in front of the bell tower. No one had 
seen him move, and it was as if he’d teleported. 

Subsequently, his aura began increasing in intensity, exploding in waves that 
blasted into the sky. It was palpable even to the onlookers, who felt a tremor 
through their bodies. 

Quindon pushed open the bronze door of the bell tower with one hand and 
walked right in. Everyone remained silent as they waited to see how long it 
would take him to reach the top of the bell tower. Sigwin stood behind his 
mentor with his eyes glued toward the bell tower. 

“Sigwin, you’re being too hot-headed. You could certainly recreate The Flight 
of the Three Dragons with the spirit-strengthening pill.. Nevertheless, have 
you considered the consequences of consuming it in public? It would be clear 
as day. If anyone were to file an investigation, we would have trouble 
explaining the pill’s origin.” 

Angus sat upright on the stone bench and chastised Sigwin through telepathy. 
Sigwin imperceptibly lowered his head and did not respond. 

At that moment, the crowd gasped unanimously as Quindon’s figure emerged 
at the top of the bell tower. “M-Mr. Yuchamore is too formidable! Can you 
imagine how strong he is for him to reach the top in such a short time?” 

“Did it take him ten minutes? Probably far lesser time than that!” “Let’s not talk 
about the number of times he can strike the bell for now. His speed in 
completing the climb is already leagues ahead. of Sigwin.” 

“But of course! How can a mere top-ranking person in the Supreme Honor 
Rankings compare with Mr. Yuchamore? Sigwin is just too full of himself!” 

Everyone began taunting Sigwin while being amazed by Quindon’s 
outstanding feat. They were the same people who’d toadied to Sigwin when 
he’d rung the Dragon Bell twice. Yet Sigwin was smug enough to challenge 
Quindon, causing the tide to turn against him. 



All things aside, Quindon’s role as the person in charge of the Eight Major 
Secret Realms meant. that few dared openly speak up against him. Sigwin 
was now in an awkward position. His face underwent a series of 
transformations, from being as red as a tomato to losing all its color. 

Quindon lifted the bell hammer effortlessly. unlike the rest. The hammer cut 
an arc through the air before landing heavily on the Dragon Bell. The 
melodious peal of the bell sounded and generated a strong wave of aura that 
spread in all directions. 

Everyone in the plaza held their breaths and felt their minds quiver 
uncontrollably. The Dragon Bell vibrated unceasingly, and a golden dragon 
emerged, launching into the air. 

Before anyone could recover from the powerful aura, another peal sounded. A 
second golden dragon took flight. Both dragons intertwined as they soared in 
the air. 

Quindon lifted the hammer and struck the bell a third time. He’d rung the bell 
thrice in one go, making it appear as effortless as breathing. “The Flight of the 
Three Dragons…” 

All the spectators were excitedly gazing at the sky when the three dragons 
began encircling the bell tower. Quindon raised the hammer high again. “Is 
Mr. Yuchamore going to strike the bell for the fourth time?” 

“Are we going to witness four dragons soaring in the sky at once?” 

They eyed Quindon in astonishment and anticipated the bell’s fourth ring. 
Quindon’s fourth strike landed heavily on the bell, and one of its dragon 
engraving transformed into a golden dragon that took off into the sky. 

“There truly are four dragons in total now!” “Mr. Yuchamore, you sure are 
adept at concealing your strengths. I can’t believe Sigwin thought he was 
good enough to contend with you!” 

“Let’s see what other tricks Sigwin has up his sleeve now that he’s forced to 
swallow his own words.” Everyone gossiped among themselves, with Sigwin 
being the laughingstock. Sigwin and Angus’ faces were thunderous. 
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“Mr. Yuchamore’s true potential sure is a well- kept secret.” Angus sighed 
lightly. The spectators on the podium were wonderstruck as they focused 
intently on the golden dragons in the air. 

Kai was the only one grimacing as if in pain. The Power of Dragons within him 
was pulled toward the soaring golden dragons, beckoning him to throw 
caution to the wind and join them. 

He wished to unleash the Power of Dragons and transform into a dragon to 
accompany those of his kind in their flight. Alas, he couldn’t possibly do so in 
public. 

Otherwise, he’d be attracting even more unwanted attention if more of his 
secrets were exposed. He was still not powerful enough to stand against any 
of the Eight Major Secret Realms. 

It was with desperation that he tried to suppress the restlessness within him. 
Someone among the crowd cried out, “Look! Mr. Yuchamore is raising the bell 
hammer again!” 

Everyone’s mouth was agape while Quindon’s aura rose constantly. His 
expression turned grave as the bell hammer hung in mid-air. He was getting 
ready to strike the bell for the fifth time. But it was evident that it took him 
more effort than before as there was some hesitation. 

If he failed to make the Dragon Bell chime, he would be injured by the recoil. 
After a noticeable amount of time had passed, Quindon gritted his teeth and 
struck the bell with all his might. 

The Dragon Bell’s melodious peal rang out across the plaza. Quindon was 
satisfied at that and flung the bell hammer to the ground. The entire plaza was 
illuminated by the glow of the five golden dragons soaring in the air. 

Not a sound escaped the gaping audience as they witnessed the breathtaking 
display. Quindon smiled as he leaped from the bell tower and landed on the 
podium. 

“Mr. Yuchamore, you sure are a man of hidden prowess!” “Mr. Yuchamore, 
with how easily you managed to strike the bell five times, I’m certain your 
could handle one more strike with no problem.” 



“Mr. Yuchamore, be sure to remind your subordinates to go easy on us at 
today’s match!” The leaders of many of the prestigious families sucked up to 
Quindon on the podium. Quindon waved his hand. His gaze swept across 
Sigwin, who looked down and felt his face burn in embarrassment. 

“Mr. Yuchamore, you are truly impressive to have struck the bell five times. 
We, old folks, could never accomplish such an undertaking.” 

“We’d better commence the conference since it’s getting late.” Angus knew he 
and Sigwin would end up suffering even more humiliation if they tarried. 
further and urged them on. Their pride could still be salvaged if they 
maintained their performance during the match. 

“Since Mr. Green is in such a hurry, we’d better begin. Inform the disciples of 
the secret realm to prepare to enter the arena!” Quindon inclined his head. 
“Hold on!” Kai interjected. 

Everyone’s focus was shifted back to Kai as they wondered what he was 
planning. “Is there an issue, young lad?” Quindon was ticked off. “Mr. 
Yuchamore, didn’t you say anyone can strike the Dragon Bell? If that’s the 
case, I would like to try.” 

“You?” Quindon was nonplussed. The rest of the audience clamored 
disdainfully. “Dream on, Kai! Have you forgotten you’re but a Third Level Spirit 
Replicator?” Kayden taunted him loudly from below the stage. “You might not 
even make it to the top of the bell tower. What’s the point of wasting your 
time?” Quindon added. 

“How would I know if I don’t give it a try? Have you forgotten that you had said 
everyone could give it a shot?” Kai remained unperturbed. 
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Quindon was rendered speechless by Kai’s remarks, as the former had 
indeed made that statement. “If you put it that way, you should try it! However, 
bear in mind that some things are predestined. It has nothing to do with 
anyone if you end up dying inside!” Quindon voiced coldly. “No problem.” 

Kai nodded. “Are you really going to strike the Dragon Bell, Mr. Chance? The 
passage toward the top of the bell tower has arcane arrays! I’m afraid that you 



might be trapped inside!” Chester asked worriedly. “Don’t worry, Great Elder. I 
know what I’m doing.” 

With that, Kai leaped toward the bell tower. Landing steadily in front of the bell 
tower, Kai. pushed open the bronze door and went inside without hesitation. 
As he walked inside, Kai was greeted by ant outrageously murderous aura. It 
was terrifying. He gazed at the stairs above him and went up directly. 

Just when Kai stomped on the first step, he felt his world turn topsy-turvy, and 
his body started floating uncontrollably in the air. Everything around Kai was 
now different. The stairs were gone, and a winding precipice trail that led to a 
mountaintop was now in front of him. 

“Could this be the illusion of an arcane array?” Kai scanned his surroundings 
in confusion. An illusionary realm of an arcane array must have been 
activated. Looking at the winding trail, Kai started his journey up. 

Nonetheless, Kai could feel the pressure around him intensify as he continued 
walking up. When he almost reached the top, he suddenly felt the weight of a 
huge mountain pressing down on him. 

The crisp sounds of his bones breaking resonated, and his whole body was 
drenched in sweat. Kai gritted his teeth and exercised all of his spiritual 
energy. It seems like I have to reach the top in order to get out of this 
illusionary realm! 

Buzz… 

A buzzing sound echoed in the air, and Kai felt his body penetrate a barrier. 
With that, the horrendous pressure instantly disappeared. He finally made it to 
the top. 

The top of the mountain was pretty small. At the side, the skeleton of a dragon 
was coiled up there. The skeleton was gleaming white, and there was no flesh 
in sight. From the looks of it, the giant dragon must have died a long time ago. 

A glistening draconic essence could be seen near the dragon’s skull. Almost 
instantly, it captivated Kai’s attention. Kai hurried forward to pick up the 
draconic essence. As he held it, he noticed the draconic essence inside him 
began to glow. 



For some reason, Kai felt that the two draconic essences were somewhat 
related in a way. Was the call I felt outside the bell tower coming from this 
draconic essence? 

“Huh? Isn’t this an illusion?” Kai stared at the draconic essence in his hand in 
puzzlement, sensing the strong Power of Dragons. I should be in the bell 
tower now. Shouldn’t this be the illusionary realm created by an arcane array 
in the passage? 

“What’s going on here?” A curious look descended upon Kai’s face. 
Subsequently, he fixated his eyes on the dragon skeleton and Imumbled, 
“What happened to this dragon? How did it die here? Where am I?” 

Those questions circled around Kai’s mind, leaving him entirely baffled. 
Everything felt so real as he held the draconic essence. It was as if Kai was 
not in an illusionary realm. If this is not an illusionary realm, could it be that 
I’ve entered a Teleportation Array and ended up here? 

“Could it be that the others would also be teleported here upon entering the 
bell tower?” Kai was utterly confused. He mulled it over for a while and was 
still unable to figure it out. Subsequently, Kai stopped thinking about it and 
swallowed the draconic essence directly. 

As the draconic essence entered Kai’s body, the giant dragon skeleton on the 
side instantly. disintegrated into dust and was blown away by a gust of wind! 

 


